The Ann Loeb Bronfman Gallery Presents:

at the Ina & Jack Kay Community Hall and
the Harold & Barbara Berman JCC Café.

_BESA_: MUSLIMS WHO SAVED JEWS IN WWII

Photographs by Norman H. Gershman

SEPTEMBER 2 - NOVEMBER 30, 2008

OPENING RECEPTION: SEPTEMBER 2, 5:30-7:30 PM
WITH GOD'S HOUSE FILM SCREENINGS AT 6:00 AND 7:00 PM

Through subtle portraiture and personal stories by rescuers, Norman H. Gershman is able to communicate the honor, faith and altruism of Albanian Muslims who saved Jews during the Holocaust. An exhibition of Righteous Albanian Muslims Who Saved Jews in WWII was first honored at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem and The United Nations. This extended exhibition of Muslims Who Saved Jews in WWII comes to us from Hebrew Union College.
BESA: Muslims Who Saved Jews in WWII